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As increasing numbers of businesses migrate 

to the cloud, attacks on the cloud are becoming 

more frequent and more virulent.

 

One popular cyberattack is distributed denial-of-

service (DDOS), which directs enormous amounts 

of traffic to a target organization to cripple its web 

server and networks. Other attacks are designed 

to breach personal data, gain unauthorized access 

to data, or hold organizations hostage through 

blackmail or ransomware. These attacks often 

infect cloud applications with malicious code to 

wreak havoc on their victims. The complexity of 

today’s cyberattacks make it challenging, if not 

impossible, for organizations to find a suitable 

solution that can safeguard their business-critical 

data at rest in the cloud and during transmission.

 

A survey by IDC showed, on average, that over 

one-third of businesses have more than 30 types of cloud services from 16 cloud vendors. In such complex cloud 

environments, the effectiveness of enforcing on-premise security becomes a tangled weave of security solutions 

cobbled together that give a false sense of confidence. What is missing is a focused set of countermeasures whose sole 

purpose is to guard against threats to your cloud environment.

Malicious bots can seriously impact your business 
reputation and revenue
Malicious bots are one of the main causes of security breaches across businesses. This malware can come in many 

forms, such as DDoS, spam, and content duplication. Some malicious bots steal information from websites (such as 

collecting pricing information from online retailers or pilfering airline tickets from airlines and travel agents) and use it 

for their benefit. Others try to gain personal information that they can sell on the dark web. 

Malicious bots that commit fraudulent activities can consume up to 40% of server capacity and bandwidth. This results 

in higher loads on the server infrastructure and degraded server performance.

Given the tenacity and complexity of today’s cyberattacks, it is no wonder that they can undermine business sales and 

tarnish reputations.



DDoS attacks using 
malicious bots are growing 
in scale and sophistication
Recent attacks send terabits of data to unsuspecting 

organizations that are ill-equipped for such brute-force 

incursions. The enormous scale of these attacks can be a 

nightmare for any business that is already struggling to 

cope with traffic in the hundreds of gigabytes. It should 

come as no surprise, therefore, that DDoS-related business 

damages cost business $221,836 on average. Worse, the 

number of DDoS attacks continues to grow, reaching 6.13 

million global attacks every year. This figure corresponds to 

16,794 attacks each day and 12 attacks every minute.

 

Known attacks are best detected and addressed by 

pattern-based security solutions. However, there are new 

types of attacks emerging that can skillfully circumvent 

existing security technologies. Attacks that operate within 

thresholds are hard to identify and block. Their approach 

is to send two to three requests per minute from millions 

of IP addresses in order to appear as a legitimate user. 

For example, if your security policy enforces a threshold 

of accepting 100 requests per minute, receiving over 100 

requests per minute will be declared abnormal and the 

requests will be blocked. However, no blocking will be 

triggered if fewer than 100 requests are received over the same time.

Ill-protected IoT devices can open 
the door for DDoS.
Organizations already have solutions in place to identify and block security 

threats. Since a large volume of traffic can undermine their business 

infrastructure or the availability of their servers, businesses often use the 

security equipment or security services offered by their cloud vendors to 

filter incoming malicious or illegitimate traffic. Many times, this protection is 

not enough to ward off attacks.



One of the most notable attacks that could not be 

immediately thwarted was the Mirai botnet, which 

targeted systems operated by Domain Name System 

(DNS) provider Dyn. The attack occurred on October 21, 

2016 and kept Dyn under sustained assault for most 

of the day, rendering major Internet platforms such as 

Twitter, Netflix, Reddit, CNN, the Guardian, and many 

others unavailable to large numbers of users. Because 

this attack had so many Internet-connected devices to 

choose from, it was much larger than what most DDoS 

attacks could achieve previously. It has been estimated 

that the attack involved 100,000 malicious endpoints, 

with a reported attack strength of 1.2 Tbps -- strong 

enough to bring down major Internet platforms and 

services in North America and Europe.

Although the Mirai attack occurred several years ago, it 

is troubling that security issues and other vulnerabilities 

inherent in IoT devices from years ago have not been 

adequately addressed, leaving them open to attack and 

exploitation.

User behavior analysis 
and JavaScript challenges 
can block malicious bot 
traffic.
There are many strategies available to defend against 

malicious bot traffic. One of them leverages user 

behavior analytics in which user-specific data is used 

to create an identity for each user that, in turn, can be 

used to determine anomalies associated with the user. 

This client-verification technology provides an effective 

solution for filtering illegitimate traffic.

CAPTCHA is another effective strategy. It uses a 

challenge-response mechanism to determine whether 

data input is from a person or a machine before 

granting access. 

Another strategy, rate-limiting, imposes a threshold 

on the number of requests made from a single IP 



address to a specific web application over a certain period of time. If the number of requests from an IP exceeds the 

threshold, all requests from the IP will be blocked for a pre-defined period of time. 

IP reputation is another tool that can be used to protect against massive transmissions of unwanted requests, junk 

mail, and attacks from malicious botnets.

Despite having these strategies in place, today’s cyber attackers are keenly aware of how to circumvent these tools to 

gain unauthorized access to their targets. 

For example, JavaScript is a key ingredient that web developers use to create interactive web pages. However, 

its popularity has gained the attention of cyber criminals looking to turn the programming language against 

organizations. To combat this threat, a web challenge called JavaScript Challenge can be used to filter attackers from 

legitimate clients. To identify legitimate users from hackers, a JavaScript code containing some kind of challenge 

is sent to every client, regardless of whether the client is legitimate or an attacker. Legitimate browsers support a 

JavaScript stack that will pass the challenge transparently, without notifying the user. DDoS bots, on the other hand, 

typically are not equipped with a JavaScript stack and cannot pass the challenge.

Another challenge method for deterring attacks is human-interaction challenge. As its name suggests, this challenge 

is based on human interaction. It is rooted in the belief that after legitimate users gain access to a website, they 

perform certain keystrokes and mouse clicks to browse, 

access menus, and view or provide data. Such actions 

create a “device fingerprint” based on the user’s 

operating system, memory, and CPU that can be used to 

identify future cyberattacks from the user.

Globally distributed 
processing can improve 
responses to large-scale 
DDoS attacks

DDoS attacks have become global in nature, and are no 

longer confined to specific regions. Given the ubiquitous 

nature of PCs, servers, and IoT devices in today’s IP-

driven, globally connected world, an attack against 

any one of these devices can have a debilitating effect 

worldwide. Lacking solutions to mitigate DDoS attacks 

leaves your organization exposed to vast arrays of 

cyberattacks.

Building upon its globally robust content delivery network 

(CDN) infrastructure, CDNetworks is proud to offer a 



3-stage layered security service called CDNetworks 

Cloud Security. CDNetworks Cloud Security has been 

designed from the ground up to address various types 

of cyberattacks.

Stage 1 blocks DDoS attacks by denying access 

to unnecessary services, user datagram protocols, or 

Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) flood attacks. 

With over 1500 Points of Presence (PoPs) worldwide 

and a combined infrastructure of 15 Tbps, CDNetworks 

can distribute traffic to its global PoPs, which not only 

cache data, but also isolate attacks and other forms of 

illegitimate traffic to ensure that only legitimate traffic 

flows to businesses in their respective regions.

Stage 2 blocks malicious bots using a client-based 

detection technology that can weed out legitimate 

users from hackers. Stage 2 also uses bots and client-

verification technology to identify legitimate traffic 

while blocking unauthorized users.

Stage 3 uses a web application firewall (WAF) that 

protects against a variety of application-layer attacks, 

which are the leading cause of data breaches. With the 

CDN Cloud Security WAF in place, you can stay ahead 

of the curve by blocking attacks designed to exfiltrate 

your company’s sensitive data by compromising your 

systems.

 

These layered security services ensure that only 

legitimate traffic can flow into your organization. 

These stages are backed by confidentiality, integrity, 

and availability (CIA) -- three principles that should 

form the cornerstone of any organization’s security 

infrastructure.

The OWASP Top 10 is a standard awareness document 

for web application security (https://owasp.org/www-

project-top-ten/). It represents a broad consensus of 

the most critical security risks to web applications. 

The CDN Cloud Security solutions provide superior 

protection against OWASP Top 10 attacks, which target 

vulnerable web applications, requests from illegitimate 

protocols, excess login attempts, and other repeated 

anomalies and abnormal behaviors.

Introducing CDNetworks Cloud Security



Agency K uses CDN Cloud 
Security to help SMEs defend 
against DDoS attacks
The following use case shows how CDN Cloud Security’s three-stage 

defense solution guards against DDoS attacks and web hacking. In 

this example, Agency K runs a no-charge DDoS shelter for small and 

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). In the event of a DDoS attack, 

the SME can contact the agency to channel traffic from the targeted 

SME website to the shelter for analysis and blocking. Agency K can 

then provide alternate DNS-related information for the SME to use, 

while utilizing CDNetworks’ worldwide PoPs to stop DDoS attack 

traffic from flowing to the SME.

Airliners, duty-free shops, and gaming service 
providers rely on CDNetworks to block malicious bots.
A duty-free shop owner leases out a certain item for 50 dollars per day. A competitor wants to capitalize on his rival’s 

success by employing malicious bots to collect (or “price scape”) the shop owner’s pricing information in order to 

open a similar site with lower prices. Armed with real-time pricing data supplied by the bots, the competitor can gain 

an unfair advantage by dynamically adjusting his prices to meet or undercut the shop owner’s pricing. To deny access 

to the competitor, the shop owner can employ CDNetworks Cloud Security to conduct bot detection and differentiate 

legitimate bots from malicious bots.

As a ticket broker for the airlines, you would have fewer 

tickets to sell if your competitor booked large quantities 

of your tickets. To deter such illegal competition, 

CDNetworks Cloud Security can scan a customer’s web 

browser for keyboard input and mouse movement to 

determine whether the user is legitimate. 

In gaming, attackers look for opportunities to intercept 

usernames and passwords to steal in-game currency. 

They attempt to log on using a large number of IP 

addresses. To fend off attackers, CDNetworks Cloud 

Security employs CAPTCHA challenges and defines the 

maximum number of login attempts allowed for a certain 

number of accounts over a certain period of time.



Category One year into use Two years into use Three years into use

Purchase of appliances $62,000 $0 $0

Software maintenance $0 $6,200 $6,200

Labor for appliance 
management $200,000 $200,000 $200,000

Use of CDN $50,400 $50,400 $50,400

Total $312,000 $256,000 $256,000

 

Category One year into use Two years into use Three years into use

Initial setup $5,000 $0 $0

Cloud Security fee $72,000 $72,000 $72,000

Total $77,000 $72,000 $72,000

Three-year cost savings through 
cloud: 590,000 dollars
 

One of the toughest challenges in business security is to defend against a wide range of threats 

and attacks on limited resources. Operating costs associated with on-premise security solutions 

are greater than ever. The following table shows an estimate of the costs associated with an 

enterprise using a WAF. 

Running CDNetwork solutions in the cloud can yield a savings of $590,000 dollars over three years 

compared to running the same solution on-premise.In particular, the cost of WAF equipment 

costs $ 31,000 or $62,000 with redundancy. Add to this $6,200 per year to cover the cost of 

software maintenance (equivalent to 10% of the equipment price along with costs incurred from 

the year following the year of purchase). Add an additional $200,000 per year to make service 

available 24x7D (= S40,000 x 5 people).

By comparison, the cost for an equivalent cloud solution will remain the same each year, 

depending on the amount of bandwidth and capacity used. Cost-savings achieved using cloud 

over 3 years (costs are in USD).

Company S’ costs when using WAF appliances

Cost when using CDNetworks Cloud Security



Conclusion
Unfortunately, cybercrime and malware are facts of life in our digitally interconnected 

world. Enterprises large and small must exercise constant diligence in order to protect 

their digital assets from attackers that operate relentlessly 24x7x365.

As one of the leading CDN service providers in the world, CDNetworks is well-known for 

providing fast, credible, and reliable web experiences for end-users. With the introduction 

of its Cloud Security service, CDNetworks offers a comprehensive, cost-effective way to 

keep organizations of all shapes, sizes, and budgets safe and secure, while delivering the 

peace of mind from knowing your business is protected from a wide range of current 

and emerging cyberattacks. Best of all, this state-of-the-art security obviates the need for 

customers to purchase additional hardware or software, or migrate traffic to specific data 

centers. CDN Cloud Security offers additional protection for a company’s assets using SSL 

encryption and Digital Rights Management capabilities.

Because attacks can occur any day at any time, CDNetworks Cloud Security also provides 

round-the-clock monitoring to identify attacks to your business in real-time, so that a 

prompt response can be triggered and appropriate action can be taken. Its single at-a-

glance dashboard displays all metrics in real-time, allowing you to have a bird’s eye view 

of your site’s performance and security.
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